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POPULATION AND
DEVELOPl\1ENT RESEARCH
IN THE REGIONS

In response to the recommendation of the World Population Plan of Action which
called upon "the United Nations, its specialized agencies and other international and
national research organizations and institutions to continue and to expand their research
of the socio-economic aspects of demographic changes in order to facilitate integrated action
by Governments with respect to these problems," there has been increasing attention to
population in national development planning processes. In the Philippines, the Population/
Development Planning and Research (PDPR) unit of Economic Planning and Research
Staff, National Economic and Development Authority, was established in 1981 with the
primary function of facilitating the integration of the population dimension in development
planning in a more coordinated and sustained fashion. Its research function involves the
institution of a system for identifying, developing and managing research for population
development planning integration at the national and regional levels. The regional researches
hopefully can provide program insights and policy directions for regional development,
besides strengthening data-based planning. Towards its research goal, the Population/Devel
opment Planning and Research unit has funded several regional researches on population
problems directly or indirectly impinging on regional development. Four such researches
have been completed, brief abstracts of which are presented in this issue. The four studies,
conducted in Regions I and X, underscore the importance of population distribution in
regional development planning. They are as follows:

I. NEDA Regional Office, I1ocos Region, "A Micro-level Study on the Determinants
of In-Migration: Its Relationship with Individual and Household Socio-Economic
Variables and Impact on Fertility." 1984.

2. NEDA Regional Office, Northern Mindanao, "Spatial Transformation and its
Effects on Some Demographic Variables: A Case of Misamis Oriental." 1984.

3. Magtajas, Pedrito P. and Tiburcio U. Palasan, "The Net Internal Migration of the
Municipalities and Cities of Northern Mindanao," National Census and Statistics
Office, Northern Mindanao. 1984.
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4. Francis C. Madigan, S.J. (with the assistance of Isias S. Sealza), "The Impact of
the New Sugar and Cassava Industries Upon Economic Life and Demographic
Behavior in Bukidnon Province," Research Institute for Mindanao Culture,
Xavier University. 1984.
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A MICRO-LEVEL STUDY ON THE
DETERMINANTS OF IN-MIGRA

TION: ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH
INDIVIDUAL AND HOUSEHOLD
SOCIO-ECONOMIC VARIABLES

AND IMPACT ON FERTILITY

The study was premised on the
belief that migration to urban centers
in the I1ocos region has not been
adequately documented. A profile of
in-migrants to two urban centers,
i.e., San Fernando, La Union and
Dagupan City were derived from sur
vey data. It is known from the study
of migrants in the urban centers'
informal sector that the migration
component of population change in
these areas was largely due to intra
regional rather than interregional
population mobility. It is apparent
that the emerging urban centers do
not as yet attract migrants from areas
outside the region. The general charac
teristics of urban inmigrants as most
ly female, in the ages 3544, high
school graduates, previously unem
ployed, primarily motivated by eco
nomic rather than social, non-econo
mic reasons, were corroborated by the
date. The attempt to assess the impact
of migration on fertility, however,
remained hypothetical in the absence
of appropriate data. The merit of the
study rests in its potential contribu
tion to the initial strides in integrating
migration in the region's development
planning, particularly in planning for
services in the growing urban centers.
Furthermore, the findings imply that
the developmen t and careful planning
of these urban centers may, in the
future, prove to be a key instrument
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out-migration from the region.

SPATIAL TRANSFORMA ION
AND ITS EFFECTS ON Sq>ME

DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABrES:
A CASE OF MISAMIS ORIE TAL

This study was undertaken 0 deter
mine the hierarchy of cities an~ld muni
cipalities of Misamis Oriental a pro
vince in Northern Mindanao, i conso
nance with the important tole as
cribcd to the development lof the
urban system as a regional ~evelop

ment strategy. Using rank size distri
bution analysis, the study tevealed
that the role of the largest city. i.e.,
Cagayan de Oro City, relativll to the
next largest city, i.e., Gingo g City,
and the 24 municipalities cOII.;prising
the province, has increasingly ~ecome

more dominant from 1960 t[ 1980.
The authors noted the insta~ility in
the rank size distribution of Imost of
the 24 municipalities and attributed
this to the irregular naturel of net
internal migration into th, areas.
Planners are cautioned on the! dispari
ty between Cagayan de Oro lity and
the scattered rural settlement obtain
ing from a polarized devel pment.
The authors suggest an integration
of such settlements to the city's
economy through a more ~fficient
marketing network. ParticulJrly and
more importantly, the stJdy im
plies tne creation and maijtenance
of intermediate-sized market

l
centers

that would encourage fanners to
remain in the farms and pro?uce the
goods for such markets. The: import
ance of medium-sized cities IS crucial
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links in the consolidation of rural
settlements spread in the countryside
and their intergration into the urban
economy is underscored. Moreover,
secondary cities playa significant role
in the process of attaining a more
balanced spatial development of popu
lation. Again, the study upholds the
basic hypothesis that the geographic
location of economic activities deter
mines, to a large extent, the pattern
of human settlements.

THE IMPACf OF THE NEW SUGAR
AND CASSAVA INDUSTRIES
UPON ECONOMIC LIFE AND

DEMOGRAPHIC BEHAVIOR IN
BUKIDNON PROVINCE

Adopting a neo-Thomist position
that the goals of the state are the
common good of all citizens, the
author conducts an examination of
the effects on population sub-groups
directly affected by a government
inpu t in the Bukidnon sugar produc
tion facilities and a privately-financed
large-scale cassava starch production
industry. The study is based on a con
sumer behavior theory at both macro
and micro levels in assessing the im
pacts of the plantation industries on
the economy of Bukidnon and on the
demographic behavior of population
subgroups assumed to benefit from the
industries. The attraction of employ
ment benefits of the plantation indus
tries, viewed to enhance migration to
sugar and cassava-producing barangays,
is partly substantiated by data at the
macro level. The migration effects of
the plantation industries are more visi
ble and defined in the cassava - than
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in the sugar-producing areas. The micro
level analysis, however suggests rejec
tion of the hypotheses that the sugar
industry increases employment oppor
tunities and real wages of labor. It
was noted, however, that the cassava
industry appear to be more success
ful in raising incomes of the popula
tion. Given the finding that increases
in income have not reached a sufficient
ly substan tial proportion of th e lower
economic class of the population,
the author emphasized the little in
fluence of the plantation industries on
Bukidnon's fertility and mortality
levels in general. Essentially,
the study underscores a threshold
level of income to induce changes in
demographic behavior of appropriate
population subgroups benefitting
from development inputs.

THE NET INTERNAL MIGRATION
OF THE MUNICIPALITIES AND'

CITIES OF NORTHERN
MINDANAO

Scarcity of studies on migration
trends and migrant characteristics
at the municipal level is addressed
by this study. A timely recognition
of the urgency of obtaining basic
information on whether a municipali
ty is gaining or losing population
through migration for development
planning propelled the authors to
analyze census data for the years
1970, 1975, and 1980 and derived
estimates of net internal migration in
the municipalities and cities of
Northern Mindanao during the periods
1970-1975 and 1975-1980. Primarily
qualitative and descriptive, the study
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underscores the importance of the
geographic location of economic acti
vities in the actual implementation of
migration decision. Such a microlevel
decision in turn dictates on the ob
served variation in the volume and
age-sex composition of net migration
across the municipalities and cities
of the region. The authors noted for
instance a shift in concentration
of in-migration flows from agricul
tural areas during the earlier period
to the cities, mainly, Cagayan de Oro
and Surigao during the latter period.
The results of the study certainly
are valuable for planning. Its useful
ness is made more visible in the
process of prioritizing resource alloca-
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tion by identifying areas which need
income-generating projects and em
ployment-stimulating activities most.
The study also highlights the need to
upgrade educational facilities and
subtly implies the need to institute
curricular changes in the courses
offered by schools so as to limit
substantial outmigration of. the stu
dent populace, as substantiated by
out-migration of population aged
15-20 even in in-migration areas. The
authors imply an expansion ~f courses
to accommodate changing educational
aspirations among the younger popu
lation, which in most cases, is an
underlying reason for migratiqn.
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

The Philippine Population Journal publishes original papers,
reviews, documents, lectures and major book reviews that
may be of scientific interest to students of population of
the-Philippines and of practical value to population
planners and policy-makers. Preference will be given to
materials with clear program and policy implications.
Papers which are accepted for publication will be subject to
minor editorial change for reasons of style, format and
expressions.

•
2. Review ofManuscripts Articles submitted will be reviewed initially for

appropriateness by the editors and, when judged
appropriate, will be sent to referees who are knowledgeable
abou t the subject area. Papers that are provisionally
accepted with revisions will be sent back to the author for
revision and/or concurrence within two weeks. The final
judgment will be that of the editors, but they will be
influenced heavily by the recommendations of the editorial
staff and the referees.
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To be submitted are two copies of the article clearly
typewritten on one side of the paper (standard 8Jh by II
inches) only, doubled-space, with margins of at least IJh
inches on both sides. The article should be between 20-40
pages.

An abstract of not more than 100 words must be prepared
together with the article.

This must be done in a separate section.

Cover page should contain title, author, institutional
affiliation and complete address of author to whom proofs
and correspondence should be sent.

Tables and charts should be numbered with arabic numerals
and should carry brief descriptive titles. Illustrations should
preferably be submitted in a form suitable for direct
reproduction.

Explanatory and supplementary material may be placed iQ
NOTES on a separate page. However, notes should be kept
to a minimum.

References must be listed using the format in the reference
sections of this issue.
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